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Rapid advancements of modern technologies put high demands on
mathematical modeling of engineering systems. Typicaly, systems are no
longer “simple” objects, but rather coupled systems involving multiphysics
phenomena, the modeling of which involves coupling of models that describe
diferent phenomena. After constructing a mathematical model, it is essential
to analyse the correctness of the coupled models and to detect modeling errors
compromising the final modeling result. Broadly, there are two classes of
modeling errors: (a) errors related to abstract modeling, eg, conceptual errors
concerning the coherence of a model as a whole and (b) errors related to con-
crete modeling or instance modeling, eg, questions of approximation quality
and implementation. Instance modeling errors, on the one hand, are relatively
wel understood. Abstract modeling errors, on the other, are not appropriately
addressed by modern modeling methodologies. The aim of this paper is to ini-
tiate a discussion on abstract approaches and their usability for mathematical
modeling of engineering systems with the goal of making it possible to catch
conceptual modeling errors early andautomaticalyby computer assistant
tools. To that end, we argue that it is necessary to identify and employ suitable
mathematical abstractions to capture an accurate conceptual description of the
processof modeling engineering systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The solution of engineering problems typicaly starts with the development of appropriate models in a step-by-step
process: starting at the conceptual level, the models are gradualy refined until a suficient level of detail is achieved.
Given the complexity of current engineering problems, the models are usualy coupled multiphysics models, integrating
submodels that are either physics based or data driven. Frequently, it is also a practical necessity to incorporateexisting
models, whatever their nature might be.
Errors can be introduced at any step in the modeling process, and the more complex the process, the larger the scope of
making mistakes leading to errors. If errors are only discovered late in the modeling process, error correction can be very
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costly. For example, assumptions that later turn out to be flawed may render the work carried out in subsequent modeling
steps invalid: it is perfectly possible to state a conceptualywrongmodel andsolveit correctly by numerical methods. With
the growing complexity of engineering problems, reflected in a corresponding growth of model complexity, it is thus an
increasingly pressing need to automaticaly detect errors as early as possible in the modeling process.
To this end, it is helpful to first identify the phases of the modeling process:
•Conceptual modeling: Concerned with capturing al aspects relevant to the problem under consideration as
mathematical formulations.
•Instance modeling: Concerned with the solution procedure for these formulations, which can be done by means of
analytic or numerical methods or, in general, by means of simulations.
We can then proceed to classify modeling errors accordingly:
•Conceptual errors: Related to the coherence of a model as a whole.
•Instance errors: Concrete errors related to practical aspects of modeling, eg, approximation quality and
implementation.
It is relatively wel understood how to find and correct instance errors, and addressing instance errors rarely requires
going back to earlier steps in the modeling process. In contrast, conceptual errors are much less wel understood, and as
conceptual errors appear in the early stages of the modeling process, the impact of conceptual errors tend to be much
more profound. Thus, it is necessary to provide techniques and tools for detecting conceptual errors as early as possible
in the modeling process.
While trivial, the classical heat equation provides a helpful ilustrative example:
c????t−div
(?(x)grad?)=0,x∈Rn,
wherecis the heat capacity,?is the material density, and?is the thermal conductivity. When the thermal conductivity?
is constant, this equation simplifies to
c????t−?Δ?=0.
In fact, this is the most common formulation of the heat equation, and because of its prevalence, a typical conceptual
error is to take this simplified model to be valid also for nonconstant thermal conductivity by just making the conductivity
a function ofx∈Rn:
c????t−?Δ?=0=⇒ c?
??
?t−?(x)Δ?=0. (1)
This ilustrates the nature of conceptual errors wel: basic assumptions of models are violated at a later stage in the
modeling process.
A formalised modeling process could account for how the simplified formulation is derived from the general formula-
tion. Automaticaly catching conceptual mistakes like the one above would then at least be conceivable, as the derivation
would no longer be valid if the assumption of constant conductivity is changed at a later point. Note that without any
way of catching conceptual errors, the fact that there is an error would not become manifest until it is discovered that
the model simply does not approximate the reality suficiently wel during validation. Moreover, the validation would
not give any clear indication as to where the problem actualy lies, resulting in time-consuming checks of the complete
model. Detection of conceptual modeling errors prior to implementation thus requires a sound mathematical basis that
alows an abstract description of a complete system. In particular, it is necessary to understand the general structure of a
complete model and how diferent submodels, in the case of coupled problems, are coupled to each other.
In this short paper, as a first step towards improving early detection of conceptual errors, we suggest that type theory, in
the sense used, eg, in programming languages,1should play a more prominent role in the modeling process, including
at the early conceptual stages. Types reflect chosen characteristics of objects. When objects are composed to form more
general objects, this alows checking that the composition is wel formed with respect to the chosen characteristics and,
if that is the case, to derive the characteristics of the compound object. Evidently, the type-theoretic approach reflects the
basic idea of modeling coupled problems, where several submodels (objects) are coupled (composed) together to obtain
a more general object, while also alowing checking of the composition. The objectives of this paper are to explore how
models, particularly coupled models, can be described in a more profoundly typed way at the conceptual stage, how such
a description can facilitate an early detection of modeling errors, and, expanding work initiated in Legatiuk and Nilsson,2
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outlining how suitable existing languages, such as the functional language Haskel, can be leveraged to serve as a tool to
check the coherence of the models through the approach of language embeddings.
At this initial stage, we only concern ourselves with only physics-based models. Since physics-based models are built
upon a solid mathematical foundation, it is expected that the type-theoretic representation of physics-based models wil
be richer than the representation of data-driven models. Moreover, the advantage of the compositional type-theoretic
approach to conceptual modeling over a direct use of computer algebra systems (CASs) is a strict semantic based on
types, which is not supported by modern CASs. The absence of strict semantic in CASs implies that although symbolic
calculations can be carried out in ful generality, the decision upon model correctness and coherence lies on a modeler
and is not made automaticaly by a CAS.
2 CONCEPTUAL APPROACHES TO MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Several approaches towards conceptual modeling of engineering systems based on abstract mathematics have been pro-
posed in recent years. Keitel et al3proposed an abstract approach towards engineering modeling based on graph theory.
In this case, models are considered as vertices of graphs with edges representing model couplings. However, the focus
of the work was not related to the detection of conceptual modeling errors, but to practical evaluation of models in the
instance modeling phase based on uncertainty and sensitivity analyses. In contrast, Gürlebeck et al4proposed a mod-
eling framework based on category theory where models are treated as abstract objects in categories and coupling of
models is described by functorial mappings between the categories. The category theory-based approach alows checking
the consistency of the modeling process and thus detecting modeling errors. Moreover, the category theory-based mod-
eling methodology has recently been applied to practical engineering problems from the field of aerodynamic analysis
of bridges,5indicating practical advantages of conceptual modeling.
A formal approach to describing mathematical models in general based on functional analysis has been proposed by
Dutaily.6,7Mathematical models (or systems) are represented by sets of variables the models contain, and it has been
shown that, if the set of variables satisfy some specific conditions, there is an abstract Hilbert space corresponding to such
model. Although a formal description of models including evolutional model behaviour has been presented, the idea of
detecting modeling errors by this formal approach has not been addressed. Another way to describe the modeling process
is to use the tools of logic, such as model theory.8However, applying model theory and lower predicate calculus typicaly
requires a more formal construction that makes it less practical. Nonetheless, the connection between system modeling
and logical equations has been actively investigated in recent years,9,10demonstrating that system models can be turned
into logical equations alowing important model properties to be proven by studying the corresponding logical equations.
However, the results are related to the use of logic for modeling purposes, focusing on a specific class of models, and do
not address the problem of error detection for general models of mathematical physics.
The general task of detecting modeling errors in the conceptual modeling phase necessitates the construction of a
framework that lends itself to computer implementation. One possibility is to base the framework on automated theorem
proving, requiring a logical description of the corresponding mathematical model.11Alternatively, the framework can be
established based on type theory. In type-theoretic seting, a particular type is assigned to each basic model component,
and a complete model is constructed by combining basic model components, ie, by matching their types. The coherence
check of the complete model is then shifted to a type system governing the conditions under which typed components
may be combined, inferring the type of the combined entity from this. Moreover, the use of type theory, on the one hand,
provides a strong mathematical formalism, and on the other hand, it renders the construction more transparent, com-
pared with logical equations, because only by considering the type restrictions of terms it is possible to deduce whether
model components may be combined. That said, it is not a binary choice, but rather a spectrum of possibilities of vary-
ing expressiveness: dependent types,12in their ful generality, alow arbitrary logical predicates to be expressed at the
type level, while work such as LiquidHaskel13demonstrate one approach to support selected classes of predicates at the
type level while retaining ful automation through the integration of a satisfiability modulo theories solver (SMT solver).
Finaly, the idea of composing types is typical for many programming languages, particularly for functional programming
languages such as Haskel.14Therefore, the type checker of Haskel can be used for coherence checks. Thus, exploring
the link between functional programming and modeling, a type theory-based modeling approach can be embedded
into Haskel. Moreover, this Haskel embedding wil be benefit from a support of symbolic computations simplifying the
job of the Haskel type checker. One approach would be to extend the type checker with computer algebra capabilities.
Works dealing with a combination of CASs and automated theorem provers have been presented in recent years.15,16
Thus, a combination of the Haskel type checker with a CAS, such as Maple, could be seen as a distant goal for the
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application of type theory to conceptual modeling. Another approach could be to generalise the type with logical
predicates, leveraging an SMT solver to ensure that type checking is stil fuly automatic along the lines of what has been
done in LiquidHaskel.13
The idea of using an embedding in Haskel for modeling physical systems dates back to functional hybrid modeling
(FHM),17which is a prototype Haskel-embedded modeling language. Nilsson18later proposed a novel approach to a
type system for equation systems constructed by composing individual equation system fragments. This work was later
refined and given formal semantics by Capper and Nilsson.19,20The main purpose was to study how concrete modeling
languages, like FHM, can be extended with consistency checks on models, particularly to ensure solvability of the sys-
tem of equations. The decision upon solvability of the system is done using the Haskel type checker via appropriately
constructed structural types. Inspired by these works, in Legatiuk and Nilsson2first steps towards the extension of FHM
to realistic engineering modeling with partial diferential equations was presented. However, here, the focus is not on
a concrete language for practical modeling but on conceptual modeling error detection. A further development of the
type-theoretic approach to mathematical modeling is proposed in the next section.
3 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AND TYPES
This section outlines a type-based approach to mathematical modeling. Folowing the general concept of FHM,18we
extend the original idea of embedding diferential equations in a functional language through first-class notions of func-
tions and relations onsignalsto a more general class of models, in particular, not restricted to ordinary diferential
equations and diferential-algebraic equations as in the case of FHM, but alowing partial diferential equations. The
term “signal” was a natural choice in the FHM, since it has been designed for initial value problems represented by
diferential-algebraic equations with applications in electrical engineering. Problems in mathematical physics are more
involved, because the corresponding models may depend on several variables or are time independent. Nonetheless, we
continue to use the termsignalfor the unknowns, but keeping in mind that signals are now more general as they can
betemporal,spatial,spatio-temporal,orevenconstant. The distinction between diferent kinds of signals should become
clear from the signal type signature.
3.1 Signals and signal relations
By construction, equations of mathematical physics have a clear physical meaning, which is typicaly reflected by the solu-
tions. Therefore, a type system that reflects the physical background of a model is an atractive proposition. For example,
the type of a function describing one-dimensional displacements could be writen as (Time,Coordinate)→Dis-
placement, and the type for a temperature field could then be (Time,Coordinate)→Temperature. The typing
here makes modeling more transparent because the physical interpretations of quantities can be grasped directly from
the type signatures. However, such an approach also implies that, in general, a unique set of type is required for each
problem of mathematical physics. This significantly limits the reuse of the type system. Therefore, instead of using the
explicit “physical” typing, we propose to work directly with functions and mathematical operations used to model a given
physical phenomenon. Folowing this concept, a set of independently typed primitives for model components is intro-
duced, and a model of arbitrary complexity can be obtained by composing model components. Moreover, the lack of a
clear physical interpretation of types could be compensated at a later stage by using a more advanced type system keeping
track of physical dimensions21and possibly also units of measure, eg, preventing confusion between metric and imperial
units.
To establish a type system applicable to diferent problems of mathematical physics, we first introduce the
finite-dimensional set{?i}ni=0of variables with the conventions that?0corresponds to the time variable, and?i,i=1,…,n,correspond to the spatial variables used in a model, andnbeing the total number of spatial dimensions. For simplicity,
we take the type of the time variable and the spatial variables to beR, and to avoid confusion about the ordering of?i,we
assume that the ordering of the spatial variables folows the standard ordering of unit vectors inRn. It folows that, for
now, we make the simplifying assumption that al models in principle are time dependent, while the number of spatial
dimensions can vary. This is suficiently general to discuss a coupling of models of diferent dimensionality, as wel as
coupling of time-dependent and static models.
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The original problem must thus be reformulated in terms of the new variables?i,i=0,1,…,n. The reformulation
alows us to introduce the polymorphic type of signals as folows:
S?=R(n+1)→?,
whereR(n+1)is the type of a vector of time and space coordinates, and?is the type of values “carried” by the signal,
ie, its value at a specific point in time and space. The concrete type?depends on the model under consideration: for
scalar-valued quantities,?is a base type; for vector-valued quantities,?is a product type.
A signal thus represents the unknown function in the equation(s) of a mathematical model. Signals therefore only exist
implicitly: otherwise, the solution of a problem would already be given from the outset. Consequently, the signal type is
conceptualand never used explicitly. What is typed explicitly are theequationsthat characterise signals, leading us to the
notion ofsignal relationsto which we wil turn shortly.
For the convenience of future practical realisation of the language proposed in this paper, and to expressn-ary relations
on signals, we view a signal carrying elements of a product typeS(T1×T2×···×Tn)as isomorphic to a product of signals
(ST1)×(ST2)×···×(STn).
Remark1. In practice, folowing the variable convention?i,i=0,1,…,nset out above means that a problem for-
mulated in tensor seting,22complex seting,23or hypercomplex seting24needs to be rewriten in a component form.
It may seem restrictive to put strong demands on the formulation of models, but after completing the type-theoretic
seting for componentwise formulations of problems, the extension of basic type system to more general formulations
wil be straightforward.
We now introduce the type ofsignal relations: relations on signals of some specific spatial dimensionalityn. The type
SR(n∶∶N)?
is the type for a relation on a signal of type (S)?depending on time andnspatial dimensions withN={0,1,2,…}
denoting the set of natural numbers. To relate two or more signals, we rely on the isomorphism between a products of
signals and a signals of a products as discussed above. For example. the type of a relation between two signals ofnspatial
dimensions carrying concrete typesT1andT2, respectively, would beSRn(T1,T2).
For the general notations for defining relations on signals, we use the folowing notation originating in?-abstraction
sigrel patern where equations.
Thepaternintroduces signal variables that are bound to the value of the corresponding signal at each point in time and
space. For example, for a given signal variablepof a given typet,ie,p∶∶t, the notation introduced leads to
sigrel p where…∶∶SRnt.
To describe concrete mathematical models, we introduce two kinds of equations:
e1=e2,sr⋄e3,
whereei,i=1,2,3 are expressions that are alowed to introduce new variables andsris an expression denoting a signal
relation. The signals characterised by these equations and al involved signal relations are al for the same numbernof
spatial dimensions as reflected by the type of the overal signal relation. Both equations are further restricted to be wel
typed: ifei∶∶Ti,i=1,2,3, thenT1=T2andsr∶∶SRnT3. The first kind of equation requires the values of the two
expressions to be equal at al points in space and time. The second kind of equation introduces arbitrary relations on
signals, where the symbol⋄is understood as arelation applicationresulting in a constraint that must hold at al points
in space and time. Moreover, naturaly, the first kind of equation is just a special case of the second kind, as equality is a
subset of general relations on signals.
As noted above, it is often required to combine models with diferent number of spatial dimensions or, more generaly,
diferent coordinate systems. In our seting, models are signal relations, so the question then is how to relate the coordinate
system of one signal relation to that of another when the systems are not the same. This can be accomplished by an
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operation that transforms a signal relation by applying an afine transformation to the (spatial part of) coordinate vectors.
Such a transformation might have a type along the lines
SRm?→Rm×(n+1)→SRn?,
whereRm×(n+1)is the type of anmbyn+1 real-valued matrix representing the afine transformation of coordinates in the
space of the resulting signal relation of typeSRn?(nspatial dimensions) to coordinates in the space of the transformed
signal relation of typeSRm?(mspatial dimensions).
As we do not need any such operation in the folowing, we do not discuss this point further here. However, we do note
that the above type is an example of adependenttype,12of which we wil encounter further examples in the folowing. In
more detail, the actual type of the transformation would be
{mn∶∶N}→SRm?→Rm×(n+1)→SRn?.
Thus, the dimensions of the signal relations and the size of the transformation matrix depends on thevaluesof the first two
argumentsmandnto the transformation operation, hence,dependenttype. Folowing the conventions of the dependently
typed language Agda,25the two first arguments have been enclosed in braces to indicate that they areimplicit, meaning
that they can be left out whenever they can be inferred from the context, which usualy is the case for the number of
dimensions of a model.
3.2 Typing of few basic operators
The practical use of signal relations also requires typing of the mathematical tools used to express a model. We ilustrate
by returning to our running example, the heat equation:
c(x)?(x)???t−div
(?(x)grad?)=?(x,t). (2)
Typicaly, modeling of physical phenomena results in formulations of initial boundary value problems for equations.
However, as this study aims at developing a type-theoretic approach for conceptual modeling error detection, it is not
necessary to formulate initial/boundary conditions for a single model. Because initial/boundary conditions characterise
a particular behaviour of a solution, rather than the model. Therefore, the heat equation (2) can be used together with
diferent types of initial/boundary conditions. However, for coupled problems, the situation is more involved. This is
because coupling or transmission conditions that must be satisfied on the boundary (or interface) between the models
needs to be formulated. These conditions are derived directly from the modeling assumptions and must be taken into
account by the conceptual modeling approach.
Returning to Equation (2), the mathematical operators, such as?t, div, grad, and the unknown signal?(x,t), heat capac-
ityc(x), material density?(x), and variable thermal conductivity?(x)must be typed. For the sake of completeness, we
recal the definitions of divergence and gradient:
divu≔∇·u=?u1?x1+
?u2
?x2+···+
?un
?xn,grad?≔∇?=
??
?x1e1+
??
?x2e2+···+
??
?xnen,
whereu=(u1,u2,…,un)is a vector-valued function ofnvariablesxi,i=1,…,n,f=f(x1,…,xn)is a scalar-valued
function, andei,i=1,…,nare the standard unit vectors inRn.
Assuming the convention for new variables discussed above,{?i}ni=0, the partial diferentiation wrt individual variablescan be writen as a general operator2:
Dsi≔ ?
s
??si
, (3)
whereiis the index of a diferentiation variable andsis the order of the derivative. The type of the operatorDsiis
D∶∶ {n∶∶N}→N≤n→N→SRn(?, ?), (4)
whereN≤nis the type of natural numbers up to and includingn. Note that this is another example of a dependent type,
with the dimension argument implicit as it usualy wil be implied by the context. Both the variable indexiand the
derivative ordersare restricted to natural numbers as we do not consider fractional derivatives at present.
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As divergence and gradient require only first-order partial derivatives wrt thespatialvariables, the divergence and
gradient can be defined by a recursive application of operatorD1ito a vector-valued signal and via mapping the operatorD1iover a vector filed in by a scalar-valued function, respectively. The types of div and grad are
div∶∶ {n∶∶Nat}→SRn(?n,?),grad∶∶ {n∶∶Nat}→SRn(?, ?n), (5)
where?is a base type and?nis ann-ary vector of?, ie, a product ofn?s. Note that this, again, is a dependent type, and
that the number of spatial dimensions, again, is an implicit argument, alowing it to be omited whenever it is implied by
the context, which we exploit in the folowing.
The composition of these operators is not commutative:
div◦grad∶∶SRn(?, ?),grad◦div∶∶SRn(?n,?n),
where◦is relational composition. Moreover,div◦graddefines the classical Laplace operator, which can be applied to
scalar-valued functions or mapped over vector-valued functions.
The operatorsD,div,andgradcan now be used to relate signals by means of relation application:
D(i)(s)⋄(?1,g1),div⋄(?2,g2),grad⋄(?3,g3).
The meaning of this is given by the folowing equations:
?1(?)=?
sg1(?)
??si
,?2(?)=
n∑
?=1
?(g3)?(?)
??? ,?3(?)=
n∑
?=1
?g3(?)
??? e?,
where?denotes the vector of the variables?0,?1,…,?n.
To make it easier to write equations, a surface syntax, closer to the classical mathematical notations than the relational
syntax introduced above, could be adopted:
?1=D(i)(s)g1,?2=divg2,?3=gradg3.
With this notation, we can view application ofD,div,andgradto a signal as resulting in a new signal. This is just a
more concise, arguably more intuitive, syntax: the underlying meaning is exactly as above.
3.3 General algorithm for model consistency check
We now outline an algorithm for checking the consistency of a conceptual model, using the heat equation (2) as an
example once more. The conceptual error discussed in the introduction can be detected by checking the types of basic
modeling assumptions constituting the model of heat conduction that ultimately results in Equation (2), as opposed to
checking the final model only. In particular, the couplings in coupled models are typicaly based on such assumptions,
not on the final model form, meaning that a comprehensive coherence check is not possible if only the final model is
considered.
The classical model of heat conduction is defined by three main modeling assumptions,26representing basic laws in
physics:
1. Fourier's law: if the temperature of a body is non-uniform, heat currents arise in the body, directed from points of
higher temperature to points of lower temperature. For the heat flux densityq⃗this reads as
q⃗=−?gradu. (6)
Integrating (6) over the surface of an arbitrary reference domainΩ0⊂Ω,weobtain
Q1=−dt∫
?Ω0
?(x)?u?ndΓ, (7)
whereQ1is the amount of heat flowing through the surface ofΩ0in the time interval of lengthdtanddΓstands for
the area element on?Ω0.
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2. The amount of heat that is needed in order to change the temperature ofΩ0in the time interval of lengthdtis equal to
Q2=dt∫
Ω0
c??u(x,t)?t dV. (8)
3. The amount of heat generated or absorbed inside the body is given by
Q3=dt∫
Ω0
F(x,t)dV, (9)
whereF(x,t)is the density of the heat source or the heat sink anddVis the volume element.
Using formulae (7) to (9) and the principle of conservation of energy, we get
∫
Ω0
c??u(x,t)?t dV=∫
?Ω0
?(x)?u?ndΓ+∫
Ω0
F(x,t)dV. (10)
Additionaly, we need to introduce two mathematical relations, playing the role of basic operators. One is the Gauß
integral theorem, and the other the concept of defining a density by shrinkingΩ0to a pointxby taking the limit (under
certain assumptions forf)limΩ0→{x}
∫Ω0?(s)dV
∫Ω01dV
=?(x). Finaly, applying these two mathematical tools to integral (10) yields
the diferential equation (2). Once this procedure has been implemented, it becomes easy to check whether transmission
conditions on a coupling interface are modeled correctly. It also becomes clear why the derivation of (1) was not correct.
Identification of such conceptual modeling errors requires working with basic physical assumptions because the final
form of the diferential equation does not provide suficient evidence for their detection.
In our seting, the definite integral in one dimension can be typed straightforwardly as folows:
integral∶∶ {n∶∶N}→N≤n→(R,R)→SRn(?, ?), (11)
whereN≤nis the type of the index of the integration variable and(R,R)is the type of the integral bounds. Multidimen-
sional integration can now be defined by iterative application of (11).
Using the integral above together with the notation and operators defined in the previous section, the basic modeling
assumptions (6) to (10) can now be transliterated into our typed seting. However, as the objective of this paper is to initiate
a discussion on using type theory for modeling, we omit the details of this translitaration. Instead, we discuss how the
typed modeling framework outlined above can be used as a foundation for an algorithm for checking model coherence:
Given: Typing of basic modeling assumptions in a form of a library.
Step 1: Declare concrete types for variables, functions, coeficients;
Step 2: Select basic modeling assumptions from the library;
Step 3: Compiler checks if the resulting expression is wel typed;
Step 4: Performing symbolic calculations on the model equations, if possible;
Output: Final form of the model with type signatures of al its components.
The algorithm has two main assumptions: (a) the basic modeling assumptions are formalised in our typed framework,
and (b) the compiler provides support for symbolic calculations. The first assumption has been addressed earlier when
introducing typing of basic mathematical operators. The mathematical operators are considered as primitive objects of
formalisation of modeling assumptions. Thus, basic modeling assumptions can be introduced as compositions of basic
operators, for example,
Fouriers_law≔−S·integral0(t1,t2)◦(?·D11),
and the Haskel type checker wil infer the types of the modeling assumptions. In this way, the library of typed basic
modeling assumptions can be created.
The second assumption on the algorithm is mostly a question of implementation using suitable components such as a
host language compiler and a CAS. Consider a formal representation of the model of heat conduction as a composition
of basic modeling assumptions:
Heat_Model≔Diff◦(Conservation_energy_principle◦(Fourier’s_law◦Amount_of_heat◦
Heat_source)),
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where Fouriers_law, Amount_of_heat, and Heat_source are formalised modeling assumptions;
Conservation_energy_principleis the formalised principle of conversation of energy leading to the integral
formulation (10); andDiffis the function converting the integral form of the heat equation into diferential form (2) by
using the Gauß integral theorem and taking the limit. We use parentheses to avoid making assumptions regarding the
associativity of composition.
An alternative, simplified, approach to the typing of basic physical assumptions and providing symbolic calculations
capabilities would be to declare directly the diferential form of the model of heat conduction:
Heat∶∶SR3(R,R)
Heat =sigrel (?, ?) where
?=c·?·D(0)(1)?−div◦(?·grad)?
?=expression,
where material constantscand?are understood as constant signals, while the thermal conductivity?is a signal, which
is not necessarily a constant. This alternative approach is less general than the first approach, but perhaps more trans-
parent. Moreover, the support by symbolic calculations is also beneficial: if the expression for?is indeed a constant, the
whole expression can be simplified. We would like to remark that the question of regularity constrains of functions and
parameters is not in the scope of current research, although it is important for practical use of models.
Irrespective of the alternative chosen for type-theoretic model representation, the proposed type-theoretic formalism
alows avoiding conceptual modeling errors discussed in the introduction. Since the final expression must pass the
Haskel type checker, any expression, ie, model, which is not wel typed wil be rejected as inconsistent. Moreover, the
error messages related to type checking wil indicate clearly the sources of conceptual modeling errors. Thus, the model
coherence can be automaticaly assured in the conceptual modeling phase, ie, before starting actual implementation of
concrete solution procedures.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The complexity of modern problems of mathematical physics and engineering necessitates a deeper analysis of coupled
mathematical models wrt their global conceptual correctness and coherence than what current modeling approaches can
ofer. In particular, automated detection of conceptual modeling errors, ie, violation of basic physical laws and assump-
tions, is a key priority as the impact of conceptual modeling errors on the final model can be profound. However, modern
modeling methodologies do not properly address conceptual modeling error detection. Given the coupled nature of
modern problems, detection of conceptual modeling errors requires tools of abstract mathematics that adequately can
capture the structure and semantics of a model.
To address this problem, we, in this short paper, initiated a discussion on the use of abstract approaches for mathematical
modeling of engineering systems. The use of type theory plays a special role in our proposed framework. There are
two key reasons for this choice: (a) type theory provides a strong formal foundation for the conceptual modeling, and
(b) type-theoretic ideas can be implemented straightforwardly in a functional programming language, such as Haskel
or Agda, for example. The type-theoretic approach requires a type system that alows the description of mathematical
models. We outlined such a system, ilustrating its use on a simple example of a heat equation, and, with that system as a
starting point, we identified the key steps of an algorithm for automated detection of conceptual modeling errors. Future
work includes further development of the type system for a formalised modeling process in mathematical physics, along
with a prototype computer implementation. Further study of the connections between the type-theoretic approach and
symbolic computation are required to that end.
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